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Overall Interest
My research interest can be summarised as sustainable computing at scale using machine learning. Computational sustainability focuses on developing computational models, methods and tools to support policy makers
in developing more effective policies for sustainable development related to biodiversity, climate, environment,
urban design, transportation, buildings and others.1 Example applications2 include structural health monitoring
for bridges, deploying sensor network for data-driven farming. To achieve scale for a computational sustainability
task, one can develop and deploy a large number of cheap sensors. Instead, my work uses machine learning to
achieve the same effect as a dense sensor deployment, using a smaller number of (existing) sensors.

The Billion Building Challenge
In this statement, I will be discussing my sustainable computing work in the context of buildings. I propose “the
billion building challenge” - enabling smart building functionality for a billion buildings across the world. The
“billion” number comes from the fact that we can ballpark the number of buildings in the world to be in that
range. Buildings are complex cyber-physical systems (CPS) and have a profound impact on occupant health,
productivity, comfort and energy consumption. Smart building technology is aimed at improving several aspects
of building operation by collecting and analysing sensor data to carry out informed control. Despite the potential
benefits, smart building technologies have not been widely adopted, since they require expensive instrumentation
in each building. Prior work had mostly focused on using novel sensors and intelligence for fine tune control aimed
at optimising building efficiency. However, we argued that such heavy and often expensive instrumentation can
only be scaled to a small number of buildings limiting the potential impact and would not suffice for the billion
building challenge.

The Energy Breakdown Problem
I now discuss the billion building challenge in the context of the problem of energy breakdown - breaking down
the household total energy measured at a single point into constituent appliances. Studies indicate that energy
breakdown feedback can help occupants make informed decisions about their energy consumption with a potential
of saving up to 15% energy savings [1]. To put this number into context, the estimated savings by replacing all the
incandescent bulbs with efficient LEDs is about 2%. Most prior works required hardware (high-frequency smart
meters, among others) to be installed in each home. This hardware would cost more than 500$ per home, and
would thus be prohibitively expensive to scale.

Approach: Collaborative Sensing
Our aim was to estimate the energy breakdown of a home based without installing any sensor in the home using
techniques we call “collaborative sensing” - reconstructing the sensor data of one home based on sensor data
collected in other homes. The main challenge for this approach is that every home is unique; different homes
can have highly varying appliance energy consumption and no two homes will produce exactly the same energy
breakdown. However, we hypothesised that this data is sparse, i.e. much of the variation in energy breakdown
across homes occurs along a relatively small number of dimensions. Intuitively, this sparsity stems from the fact
common design patterns create a common and repeating structure in homes. The goal of collaborative sensing is
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to exploit this sparsity by creating low-dimensional models of homes based on trends in their monthly energy bills,
square footage, climate zone, and other easily available information. This model can then be used to reconstruct
a home’s energy breakdown based on homes which already have energy breakdown.
All homes have household aggregate energy consumption data available in the form of monthly bills, and additional
features like household area. In addition, some homes have energy breakdown data. We formulate our sparse
learning method or learning a low subspace representation of appliance energy consumption as a matrix factorisation
(MF) problem (rows corresponding to appliances and columns to homes) used commonly in the recommendation
space.
We found that our MF based solution [2, 3] was not only more scalable than prior literature, but also more accurate
than the state-of-the-art source separation techniques which leverage high frequency minutely data. Our MF based
solution was able to automatically infer useful domain properties, such as the relation of air conditioning usage to
physical phenomena such as degree days.
While we had shown that we can provide an accurate energy breakdown without installing sensors in a test home,
our MF approach would not likely scale to a billion buildings. The fundamental challenge is that our MF approach
still required homes with energy breakdown to be from the same region as a test home. To mitigate this limitation,
we proposed a transfer learning approach where the goal would be to require minimal homes with an energy
breakdown in a target region of interest by re-using the homes with energy breakdown from a source region.
Our main hypothesis was that energy consumption has attributes that vary across regions (like weather, types
of homes, etc.) and once we have factored those out, we are left with region independent properties. Using this
insight, in our transfer learning method [4] we only need to re-learn the region independent properties in a new
test region. Our modelling approach was similar to the MF approach described above. However, we presented
a custom tensor design suited to our transfer learning settings. Our evaluation showed that using our transfer
learning approach; we can estimate the energy breakdown of Austin homes from San Diego homes and vice versa,
more accurately than just using data from the test region of interest. Our transfer learning approach was especially
useful when we used a small number of homes from the target region.
I believe our collaborative sensing work is an important first step towards the realisation of the billion buildings
challenge. While the above statement focused on scaling energy breakdown to homes without sensors, and has been
published at premier machine learning/data science conferences [2, 3, 4], I have also worked on several systems
buildings and algorithms for providing the most value to homes where we sensors are available, which has been
published at community-specific CPS conferences [5, 6, 7, 8]. Apart from scaling sustainable computing, I have
worked on the themes of making sustainable computing comparable and utility-driven. I built an open source
toolkit for benchmarking energy breakdown algorithms [5], which has garnered more than 150 citations and has
been adopted as the standard in the community for comparable research. I carried out the first dense home
deployment in the context of developing countries [6] and presented a system [8] and several insights specific to
the Indian scenario. I presented algorithms for deriving actionable insights from high-resolution energy breakdown
data [7], which instead of just a pie-chart energy breakdown, would provide feedback like - “your fridge is defrosting
too much wasting 12% fridge energy”. My work has received the best PhD presentation award at a premier sensor
networks conference [9], and a best demo award. Besides academic impact, my work has been well received as
evidenced by us being a finalist in a large nation wide challenge.

Future research
In the future, I plan to work on solve pertinent and impactful computational sustainability and social problems
using machine learning and data science. My long term dream is to help towards an India where everyone has
access to clean air, water, energy, health and education. Impact in these problems can only be achieved at large
scale. I plan to build on my foundation in machine learning and cyber-physical systems to address these problems
at scale. I now describe three examples of problems that I would like to work in the future.
Estimating dense city-scale air quality data without additional sensors
The air pollution levels in cities like New Delhi have reached an alarming level, having a significant impact on the
health and productivity of the population. Air quality can vary significantly even within a city. However, current
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levels of instrumentation are not adequate for providing high fidelity information. The air-quality estimation
problem has a few similar attributes to the energy breakdown problem.
Inspired by my existing work on scalable energy breakdown, the machine learning challenge here boils down to
estimating the air quality of new regions using air quality data from already instrumented areas. An important
distinction from the energy breakdown problem is that air pollution is continuous spatially, and this additional
insight brings forth newer challenges and opportunities. Gaussian processes would be suited for such class of
problems as they have been shown to work well for related problems [10, 11].
Developing minimally intrusive wearables/sensors for personal health monitoring
With the advent of smart watches, human activity and healthcare tracking studies are on the rise. The key challenge
in this line of research is to identify markers of interest using proxy sensing methods, while being constrained by
sparsity of sensor data in space and time. The sparsity in time arises due to battery limitations, and the spatial
sparsity arises due to impedance of human comfort on extensive instrumentation. I now discuss one such example
application that I will work on.
Sitting is the new smoking [12]. Poor posture-related health problems are on a rise, leading to significant reduction
in productivity and life quality [13, 14]. ICT presents opportunities for early detection and prevention of such
problems [15]. There are at least two ways in which this problem can be attacked - sensing the human body
via minimally intrusive wearables or sensing objects of interest such as chairs, shoes. In both the approaches,
the technical problem boils down to finding the optimal placement of sensors for an accurate identification of the
underlying health marker, given a limited budget on the number of sensors and their battery life.
Optimising the utility distribution networks
The distribution of resources such as water and electricity can be viewed as complex networks [16]. A high
proportion of the resources gets wasted due to high transmission and end-usage losses. I plan to study the
problem of dynamically optimising these networks when considering the similarities with the vast literature of
survey in computer networks. Optimisation can be studied at both the node level (end-use) or the edge level
(transmission network). The key challenge here is to deploy sensors offering maximum utility at the minimum
sensing and monetary cost, while being an accurate proxy of the phenomenon under study. Applications would
include detecting transmission losses (lossy network nodes) and maintaining quality control (for example - water
potability across the network).
Significant optimisation can also be achieved at the node or end-use level. Studies indicate that a large proportion
of population has a limited understanding of resource consumption [1]. Overflowing water storage tanks are a
common sight. It is highly likely that the population at large is unaware of the grim future if these sustainability
problems are not addressed. This direction of work would be towards development of a mix of crowdsensing and
low-cost ICT technologies for large-scale end-use resource monitoring. The availability of such rich information
can greatly aid in policy making. The key challenge in such a project is to keep the per-home cost to be low and
to get active and helpful citizen participation.
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